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Abstract

Background: In 2021, the US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) revised its lung cancer screening guidelines to expand
screening eligibility. We evaluated screening sensitivities and racial and ethnic disparities under the 2021 USPSTF criteria vs
alternative risk-based criteria in a racially and ethnically diverse population. Methods: In the Multiethnic Cohort, we
evaluated the proportion of ever-smoking lung cancer cases eligible for screening (ie, screening sensitivity) under the 2021
USPSTF criteria and under risk-based criteria through the PLCOm2012 model (6-year risk�1.51%). We also calculated the
screening disparity (ie, absolute sensitivity difference) for each of 4 racial or ethnic groups (African American, Japanese
American, Latino, Native Hawaiian) vs White cases. Results: Among 5900 lung cancer cases, 43.3% were screen eligible under
the 2021 USPSTF criteria. Screening sensitivities varied by race and ethnicity, with Native Hawaiian (56.7%) and White (49.6%)
cases attaining the highest sensitivities and Latino (37.3%), African American (38.4%), and Japanese American (40.0%) cases
attaining the lowest. Latino cases had the greatest screening disparity vs White cases at 12.4%, followed by African American
(11.2%) and Japanese American (9.6%) cases. Under risk-based screening, the overall screening sensitivity increased to 75.7%,
and all racial and ethnic groups had increased sensitivities (54.5%-91.9%). Whereas the screening disparity decreased to 5.1%
for African American cases, it increased to 28.6% for Latino cases and 12.8% for Japanese American cases. Conclusions: In the
Multiethnic Cohort, racial and ethnic disparities decreased but persisted under the 2021 USPSTF lung cancer screening
guidelines. Risk-based screening through PLCOm2012 may increase screening sensitivities and help to reduce disparities in
some, but not all, racial and ethnic groups. Further optimization of risk-based screening strategies across diverse populations
is needed.

Lung cancer remains the leading cause of cancer-related mor-
tality in the United States. Low-dose computed tomography
(LDCT) screening has demonstrated mortality reductions across
randomized screening trials in adults aged 50-74 years with

various smoking histories (1-3). In 2020, the US Preventive
Services Task Force (USPSTF) drafted a recommendation to ex-
pand screening eligibility to individuals aged 50-80 years with a
minimum 20 pack-year smoking history and active smoking
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within 15 years (4,5). This recommendation was finalized as the
national standard in March 2021 (6). Lowering the pack-year
threshold from 30 to 20 pack-years addresses some limitations
of the 2013 USPSTF criteria, which may miss high-risk individu-
als with lower smoking exposures, such as among African
American individuals (7). Thus, the 2021 USPSTF criteria are
expected to reduce racial and ethnic screening disparities.

An alternative strategy for screening uses a risk-based ap-
proach in which eligibility is determined through risk prediction
models that incorporate risk factors beyond age and smoking
history. The PLCOm2012 model has been well-validated in select-
ing high-risk individuals for lung cancer screening (8,9) and
includes the following variables: age, race or ethnicity, educa-
tion, body mass index, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD), personal history of cancer, and family history of lung
cancer as well as smoking status, intensity, duration, and quit
time. Risk-based screening through PLCOm2012 reduced racial
and ethnic disparities in screening eligibility within observa-
tional cohort and simulation studies compared with the 2013
(10,11) and 2021 USPSTF criteria (12). However, these assess-
ments primarily evaluated disparities among African American
individuals (12); further assessments among other racial and
ethnic groups are lacking.

In drafting the 2021 USPSTF guidelines for lung cancer
screening, a comparative modeling-based decision analysis
identified 5 alternate efficient strategies using the 20 pack-year
criterion (13). By varying the minimum age (50, 55 years) and
extending the time from smoking cessation (15, 20, 25 years),
these strategies increased screening eligibility in the general
population compared with the 2013 USPSTF criteria (13,14).
However, an assessment of screening eligibility among lung
cancer cases across racial and ethnic groups is lacking, as are
comparisons with risk-based screening.

In this study, we evaluated the screening eligibility (ie,
screening sensitivity) and racial and ethnic disparities under
the 2021 USPSTF criteria and its variations compared with risk-
based screening through PLCOm2012 in a racially and ethnically
diverse population of lung cancer cases.

Methods

Study Population

The Multiethnic Cohort (MEC) is a prospective population-based
cohort that follows >215 000 residents of California and Hawaii
aged 45-75 years at enrollment (1993-1996) for the development
of chronic diseases, including cancer (15). This study included
all MEC participants with an ever-smoking history who were di-
agnosed with incident lung cancers from 1993 to 2017, as identi-
fied via linkage to California and Hawaii Surveillance,
Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) registries (N¼ 5900;
Figure 1).

Baseline data including smoking history were collected
through a self-reported questionnaire at enrollment. A subset of
cases additionally reported their smoking use on a 10-year
follow-up questionnaire (2003-2008) before the occurrence of
their lung cancer (n¼ 1526). For these participants, we used the
updated smoking information in our analyses (Supplementary
Methods, Supplementary Table 1, available online). Given the
temporal gap between smoking assessment (at enrollment or
10-year follow-up) and lung cancer diagnosis, we projected the
time from smoking assessment to diagnosis to derive the smok-
ing parameters for determining screening eligibility

(Supplementary Methods, available online). All other variables
were analyzed as self-reported except for COPD status, which
was ascertained via linkage of MEC to Medicare claims data
from 1999-2016 (16) (Supplementary Methods, available online).

USPSTF Screening Eligibility and Consensus-Efficient
Strategies

For each lung cancer case, we evaluated screening eligibility at
diagnosis through the 2021 USPSTF criteria with the following
age and smoking thresholds: 50–80/20/15 (age range [years]/
minimum pack-years/maximum quit years) (5). We also exam-
ined eligibility through the 2013 USPSTF criteria (55-80/30/15)
and 5 alternate strategies that informed the USPSTF recommen-
dations (13): 55-80/20/15, 55-80/20/20, 55-80/20/25, 50-80/20/20,
and 50-80/20/25. Here, the proportion of cases eligible for
screening reflects the “screening sensitivity” of the approach
(ie, number of screen-eligible lung cancer cases divided by the
total number of lung cancer cases).

Risk-Based Screening Through PLCOm2012

PLCOm2012 is a logistic regression model developed to predict

the 6-year lung cancer risk in the Prostate, Lung, Colorectal, and
Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial control group of ever-smoking
participants, which has been validated in multiple populations
(17-25) (Supplementary Table 2, available online). For each lung
cancer case, we calculated the PLCOm2012 risk score to deter-
mine risk-based screening eligibility at diagnosis. For the pri-
mary analysis, we used a 1.51% risk threshold such that
individuals with a calculated risk of at least 1.51% were deemed
eligible for screening, because this is where the survival benefit
with LDCT over chest radiograph was historically demonstrated
(8). In sensitivity analyses, we used a 1.7% risk threshold, which
corresponds to a similar number of LDCT screens required (or
number of screen-eligible individuals) as the 2013 USPSTF crite-
ria (26), and a stringent 2% risk threshold, which is expected to
select fewer individuals for screening compared with the 2021
USPSTF criteria in the general population (26).

Participants of all ages at diagnosis (N¼ 5900) were included
for the primary study analysis. In sensitivity analyses, the co-
hort was restricted to individuals aged 50-80 years at diagnosis
(n¼ 4428) to match the age range used in the 2021 USPSTF crite-
ria. Given the potential for increasing age to artificially inflate
the PLCOm2012 risk score—as the regression coefficient for every
1-year increase in age is positive (beta¼ 0.078, odds ratio [OR]
¼ 1.08)—and to reduce USPSTF screening eligibility by exceed-
ing the upper age limit, we conducted a sensitivity analysis to
evaluate screening sensitivities 6 years before each participant’s
lung cancer diagnosis.

Study Outcomes

The primary outcome was the screening sensitivity of the 2021
USPSTF criteria vs risk-based screening via PLCOm2012 at the
1.51% risk threshold. The secondary outcome was the screening
disparity (ie, absolute difference in screening sensitivity) be-
tween each racial or ethnic group—African American, Japanese
American, Latino, and Native Hawaiian—and White cases.
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Missing Data

We handled missing data (Supplementary Table 3, available on-
line) as follows. First, among all ever-smoking lung cancer cases
in MEC, we selected participants who self-reported belonging to
1 of 5 racial or ethnic groups and who had complete smoking
data (Figure 1). We excluded participants with missing smoking
data given the importance of accurate smoking information in
determining USPSTF screening eligibility and their low missing
rates (<3%). We performed multiple imputation by chained
equations to impute missing data 20 times using all PLCOm2012

predictors because the data were missing at random or har-
bored a relationship between the propensity of missingness and
the observed covariate data (Supplementary Table 4, available
online) (27,28). Each participant’s PLCOm2012 risk score was cal-
culated and combined across all iterations to yield the final risk
score using Rubin’s rules (29).

In a series of sensitivity analyses, we first examined individ-
uals who had complete data for all variables in PLCOm2012

(n¼ 2710). Next, we conducted a conservative analysis in which
we classified individuals with missing COPD data as having “no
COPD,” which yields a conservative PLCOm2012 risk estimate be-
cause the regression coefficient for COPD is positive
(beta¼ 0.355, OR¼ 1.43).

Descriptive Statistics

Differences in categorical variables were assessed using the v2

test, and continuous variables were compared using 1-way
analysis of variance. Statistical significance was defined at a 2-
sided P less than .05. Statistical analyses were performed using
R version 4.0.2.

Results

Participant Characteristics

The mean age at lung cancer diagnosis was 74.2 years, and the
cohort was comprised of 28.1% African American, 22.5%
Japanese American, 13.6% Latino, 9.0% Native Hawaiian, and
26.8% White cases (Table 1). African American and Latino cases

had the lowest smoking exposures with a mean 27.9 pack-years
and 29.1 pack-years, respectively. White cases had the highest
smoking exposure with a mean 41.9 pack-years. Pack-year den-
sity curves by racial and ethnic group are presented in Figure 2.

Screening Sensitivity and Disparities Through the 2021
USPSTF Criteria

Overall, 43.3% of lung cancer cases were eligible for screening
under the 2021 USPSTF criteria (Table 2). The sensitivity was
lowest among Latino (37.3%) and African American (38.4%)
cases, intermediate among Japanese American (40.0%) cases,
and highest among White (49.6%) and Native Hawaiian (56.7%)
cases. Under the 2013 USPSTF criteria, 35.1% of lung cancer
cases were eligible for screening (Supplementary Table 5, avail-
able online). For the 2021 USPSTF criteria, the primary source of
ineligibility was the quit-years criterion, with 71.2% and 70.3%
of ineligible White and Japanese American cases above the 15
quit-year threshold, respectively (Table 2). The 20 pack-year cri-
terion was the second-most common source of ineligibility,
with 70.0% of African American and 65.7% of Latino ineligible
cases falling below this threshold.

The screening disparity vs White cases was largest among
Latino (12.4%) and African American (11.2%) cases under the
2021 USPSTF criteria (Table 3). Compared with the 2013 USPSTF
criteria, the 2021 criteria reduced screening disparities across
racial and ethnic groups. In the age-restricted cohort (50-
80 years), similar results were observed (Table 4).

Risk-Based Screening vs the 2021 USPSTF Criteria

Risk-based screening (risk�1.51%) through PLCOm2012 increased
the overall sensitivity to 75.7% compared with the 2021 USPSTF
criteria (43.3%; Table 3). Increases in screening sensitivity oc-
curred across all racial and ethnic groups, ranging from 17.2% to
39.6%. Compared with the 2021 USPSTF criteria, the screening
disparity decreased from 11.2% to 5.1% for African American
cases. However, the screening disparity increased from 9.6% to
12.8% for Japanese American cases and from 12.4% to 28.6% for
Latino cases. Risk-based screening using more stringent risk
thresholds of 1.7% or 2.0% decreased the overall screening

Figure 1. Study diagram. BMI ¼ body mass index; COPD ¼ chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; MEC ¼Multiethnic Cohort. aListed variables were not mutually exclu-

sive among study participants.
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Table 1. Characteristics of participants with lung cancer in the Multiethnic Cohorta

Race and ethnicity

Characteristic
Overall African American Japanese American Latino Native Hawaiian White

(N¼ 5900) (n¼ 1660) (n¼ 1328) (n¼ 800) (n¼ 533) (n¼ 1579)

Age at diagnosis, mean (SD), y 74.2 (8.2) 74.1 (8.4) 75.6 (7.9) 75.1 (7.4) 70.5 (8.5) 73.8 (8.3)
Age at diagnosis (categorical),

No. (%)
�50 31 (0.5) 14 (0.8) 3 (0.2) 1 (0.1) 7 (1.3) 6 (0.4)
51–60 360 (6.1) 103 (6.2) 57 (4.3) 21 (2.6) 70 (13.1) 109 (6.9)
61–70 1552 (26.3) 419 (25.2) 287 (21.6) 220 (27.5) 196 (36.8) 430 (27.2)
71–80 2732 (46.3) 807 (48.6) 627 (47.2) 369 (46.1) 208 (39.0) 721 (45.7)
81–90 1162 (19.7) 283 (17.0) 349 (26.3) 179 (22.4) 52 (9.8) 299 (18.9)
�91 63 (1.1) 34 (2.0) 5 (0.4) 10 (1.2) 0 (0.0) 14 (0.9)

BMIa, mean (SD), kg/m2 26.0 (4.7) 26.9 (5.0) 24.5 (3.8) 26.5 (4.0) 28.0 (6.0) 25.6 (4.5)
Sex, No. (%)

Male 3523 (59.7) 892 (53.7) 986 (74.2) 579 (72.4) 274 (51.4) 792 (50.2)
Female 2377 (40.3) 768 (46.3) 342 (25.8) 221 (27.6) 259 (48.6) 787 (49.8)

Education, No. (%)
High school or less 3014 (51.1) 796 (48.0) 691 (52.0) 570 (71.2) 377 (70.7) 580 (36.7)
Some college or graduate 2382 (40.4) 718 (43.3) 537 (40.4) 199 (24.9) 137 (25.7) 791 (50.1)
Postgraduate 486 (8.2) 136 (8.2) 98 (7.4) 27 (3.4) 18 (3.4) 207 (13.1)
Unknown 18 (0.3) 10 (0.6) 2 (0.2) 4 (0.5) 1 (0.2) 1 (0.1)

Personal history of cancer,
No. (%)
No 4373 (74.1) 1205 (72.6) 1023 (77.0) 595 (74.4) 433 (81.2) 1117 (70.7)
Yes 1527 (25.9) 455 (27.4) 305 (23.0) 205 (25.6) 100 (18.8) 462 (29.3)

Family history of lung cancer,
No. (%)
No 5369 (91.0) 1503 (90.5) 1213 (91.3) 737 (92.1) 494 (92.7) 1422 (90.1)
Yes 531 (9.0) 157 (9.5) 115 (8.7) 63 (7.9) 39 (7.3) 157 (9.9)

COPD, No. (%)
No 1217 (20.6) 272 (16.4) 354 (26.7) 137 (17.1) 124 (23.3) 330 (20.9)
Yes 1528 (25.9) 377 (22.7) 351 (26.4) 212 (26.5) 139 (26.1) 449 (28.4)
Unknown 3155 (53.5) 1011 (60.9) 623 (46.9) 451 (56.4) 270 (50.7) 800 (50.7)

Smoking status, No. (%)
Former 3071 (52.1) 770 (46.4) 828 (62.3) 415 (51.9) 194 (36.4) 864 (54.7)
Current 2829 (47.9) 890 (53.6) 500 (37.7) 385 (48.1) 339 (63.6) 715 (45.3)

Pack-years, mean (SD)b,c 34.7 (20.7) 27.9 (17.7) 36.6 (20.0) 29.1 (20.0) 37.7 (21.1) 41.9 (21.4)
Pack-years (categorical), No. (%)

1–10 756 (12.8) 278 (16.7) 139 (10.5) 174 (21.8) 48 (9.0) 117 (7.4)
11–20 1186 (20.1) 471 (28.4) 225 (16.9) 174 (21.8) 97 (18.2) 219 (13.9)
21–30 711 (12.1) 237 (14.3) 161 (12.1) 93 (11.6) 71 (13.3) 149 (9.4)
30þ 3247 (55.0) 674 (40.6) 803 (60.5) 359 (44.9) 317 (59.5) 1094 (69.3)

Cigarettes per day, mean (SD)c 17.8 (8.7) 14.6 (7.5) 19.2 (8.5) 14.7 (8.3) 18.1 (8.3) 21.5 (8.8)
Cigarettes per day (categorical),

No. (%)
1–10 1556 (26.4) 641 (38.6) 242 (18.2) 333 (41.6) 128 (24.0) 212 (13.4)
11–20 2308 (39.1) 714 (43.0) 552 (41.6) 291 (36.4) 217 (40.7) 534 (33.8)
21–30 1178 (20.0) 195 (11.7) 324 (24.4) 109 (13.6) 109 (20.5) 441 (27.9)
30þ 858 (14.5) 110 (6.6) 210 (15.8) 67 (8.4) 79 (14.8) 392 (24.8)

Quit years, median (IQR)b,c 5.2 (0–20) 0.0 (0–16) 11.0 (0–24) 5.9 (0–21) 0.0 (0–13) 6.6 (0–21)
Quit years (categorical), No. (%)

0 2829 (47.9) 890 (53.6) 500 (37.7) 385 (48.1) 339 (63.6) 715 (45.3)
1–15 1165 (19.7) 344 (20.7) 287 (21.6) 134 (16.8) 81 (15.2) 319 (20.2)
16–25 1018 (17.3) 245 (14.8) 263 (19.8) 146 (18.2) 68 (12.8) 296 (18.7)
26þ 888 (15.1) 181 (10.9) 278 (20.9) 135 (16.9) 45 (8.4) 249 (15.8)

Stage at diagnosis, No. (%)
I-III 2354 (39.9) 634 (38.2) 552 (41.6) 279 (34.9) 204 (38.3) 685 (43.4)
IV 3183 (53.9) 918 (55.3) 704 (53.0) 449 (56.1) 305 (57.2) 807 (51.1)
Unknown 363 (6.2) 108 (6.5) 72 (5.4) 72 (9.0) 24 (4.5) 87 (5.5)

Histology, No. (%)
Adenocarcinoma 2186 (37.1) 601 (36.2) 524 (39.5) 274 (34.2) 181 (34.0) 606 (38.4)
Squamous cell carcinoma 1295 (21.9) 385 (23.2) 298 (22.4) 171 (21.4) 122 (22.9) 319 (20.2)

(continued)
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sensitivities to 72.7% and 68.4%, respectively (Table 3).
Increasing the risk thresholds decreased the screening disparity
for African American cases but widened the disparities for all
other racial and ethnic groups vs White cases.

In the age-restricted (50-80 years) cohort, the overall results
were consistent (Table 4). However, the absolute gains in screen-
ing sensitivity attained by risk-based screening (risk�1.51%) vs
the 2021 USPSTF criteria decreased in the age-restricted cohort
for all racial and ethnic groups. Similar patterns were observed
in the sensitivity analyses evaluating complete cases
(Supplementary Table 6, available online) and with the conser-
vative COPD analysis (Supplementary Table 7, available online),
with risk-based screening achieving a greater overall sensitivity
compared with the 2021 USPSTF criteria. However, the screening
sensitivities across racial and ethnic groups varied.

In evaluating eligibility 6 years before lung cancer diagnosis,
the screening sensitivities decreased through risk-based screen-
ing (risk�1.51%) but increased through the 2021 USPSTF criteria
overall and across racial and ethnic groups, as expected
(Table 5). Risk-based screening maintained a higher sensitivity
over the 2021 USPSTF criteria across the study cohort (60.4% vs
51.8%) and among African American (64.3% vs 43.9%), Native
Hawaiian (82.9% vs 60.2%), and White (69.8% vs 60.2%) cases.
However, the sensitivity gains with risk-based screening over
the 2021 USPSTF criteria were lost among Japanese American
(52.0% vs 52.5%) and Latino (32.8% vs 44.6%) cases, with risk-
based screening underperforming in the latter population.
Trends in screening disparities were comparable with those ob-
served in the primary study cohort.

Five Alternate USPSTF Strategies

Under the alternate efficient strategies identified by the USPSTF
decision analysis (13), the overall screening sensitivities were

generally greater (42.2%-50.2%) than that under the 2021
USPSTF criteria (43.3%; Table 3). Yet, the screening disparities
under these strategies were generally larger, except for the 55-
80/20/15 strategy. For example, the most inclusive strategy, 50-
80/20/25, had the largest disparities for African American
(15.3%) and Latino (14.2%) cases.

In comparing the sensitivities of the alternate strategies vs
risk-based screening (risk�1.51%), the sensitivity was highest
with risk-based screening overall and by racial and ethnic group
(Table 3). Screening disparities for African American cases were
reduced under risk-based screening compared with the alter-
nate strategies, but as with the 2021 USPSTF criteria, screening
disparities increased for Japanese American and Latino cases.
Similar patterns were observed in the age-restricted cohort
(Table 4).

Discussion

In this study, 43.3% of ever-smoking lung cancer cases in MEC
were eligible for screening at diagnosis through the 2021
USPSTF criteria, which is increased relative to the 2013 criteria.
However, screening sensitivities of the 2021 USPSTF criteria dif-
fered by race or ethnicity and remained lowest among African
American and Latino cases, who also bore the greatest screen-
ing disparities vs White cases. Under risk-based screening
(risk�1.51%), the overall screening sensitivity increased to
72.9%, and the screening disparity for African American cases
decreased relative to the 2021 USPSTF criteria, although it in-
creased for Japanese American and Latino cases. When examin-
ing eligibility 6 years before lung cancer diagnosis, risk-based
screening achieved a greater screening sensitivity vs the 2021
USPSTF criteria among African American cases but was equivo-
cal among Japanese American and underperformed among
Latino cases. In contrast, risk-based screening consistently

Table 1. (continued)

Race and ethnicity

Characteristic
Overall African American Japanese American Latino Native Hawaiian White

(N¼ 5900) (n¼ 1660) (n¼ 1328) (n¼ 800) (n¼ 533) (n¼ 1579)

Large cell carcinoma 180 (3.1) 66 (4.0) 40 (3.0) 30 (3.8) 10 (1.9) 34 (2.2)
Small cell lung carcinoma 670 (11.4) 161 (9.7) 134 (10.1) 87 (10.9) 100 (18.8) 188 (11.9)
Non-small cell lung carcinoma
NOS

463 (7.8) 125 (7.5) 102 (7.7) 72 (9.0) 38 (7.1) 126 (8.0)

Other 1106 (18.7) 322 (19.4) 230 (17.3) 166 (20.8) 82 (15.4) 306 (19.4)
Age at MEC enrollment

(categorical), No. (%)
�50 491 (8.3) 148 (8.9) 85 (6.4) 38 (4.8) 91 (17.1) 129 (8.2)
51–55 627 (10.6) 181 (10.9) 99 (7.5) 83 (10.4) 93 (17.4) 171 (10.8)
56–60 950 (16.1) 249 (15.0) 177 (13.3) 164 (20.5) 103 (19.3) 257 (16.3)
61–65 1268 (21.5) 268 (16.1) 322 (24.2) 228 (28.5) 125 (23.5) 325 (20.6)
66–70 1526 (25.9) 477 (28.7) 373 (28.1) 188 (23.5) 67 (12.6) 421 (26.7)
�71 1038 (17.6) 337 (20.3) 272 (20.5) 99 (12.4) 54 (10.1) 276 (17.5)

Year of diagnosis, No. (%)
1993–1997 920 (15.6) 310 (18.7) 180 (13.6) 95 (11.9) 74 (13.9) 261 (16.5)
1998–2002 1403 (23.8) 438 (26.4) 279 (21.0) 168 (21.0) 127 (23.8) 391 (24.8)
2003–2007 1589 (26.9) 445 (26.8) 365 (27.5) 203 (25.4) 132 (24.8) 444 (28.1)
2008–2012 1423 (24.1) 283 (17.0) 405 (30.5) 195 (24.4) 166 (31.1) 374 (23.7)
2013–2017 565 (9.6) 184 (11.1) 99 (7.5) 139 (17.4) 34 (6.4) 109 (6.9)

aBMI was unknown in 66 participants: 45 (2.7%) African American, 5 (0.4%) Japanese American, 4 (0.5%) Latino, 6 (1.1%) Native Hawaiian, and 6 (0.4%) White (P< .001, v2

test). BMI ¼ body mass index; COPD ¼ chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; IQR ¼ interquartile range; MEC ¼Multiethnic Cohort; NOS ¼ not otherwise specified.
bSmoking-related variables were projected to time at initial diagnosis of lung cancer.
cSmoking-related variables were measured at baseline and updated with 10-year follow-up data before lung cancer diagnosis, if available (N¼1526).
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Figure 2. Smoking pack-year density curves. Smoking pack-year density curves are presented (A) between African American and White cases, (B) between Japanese

American and White cases, (C) between Latino and White cases, (D) between Native Hawaiian and White cases, and (E) across all racial and ethnic groups. The vertical

line at 20 pack-years distinguishes the participants who meet the 20 pack-year smoking threshold in the 2021 US Preventive Services Task Force guidelines for lung

cancer screening. IQR ¼ interquartile range.

Table 2. 2021 USPSTF criteria screening eligibility (ie, screening sensitivity) and reasons for ineligibility among all and ineligible lung cancer
casesa

Source Overall

Race and ethnicity

African American Japanese American Latino Native Hawaiian White

All lung cancer cases, No. 5900 1660 1328 800 533 1579
Age <50 y 18 (0.3) 5 (0.3) 2 (0.2) 1 (0.1) 7 (1.3) 3 (0.2)
Age >80 y 1454 (24.6) 393 (23.7) 413 (31.1) 216 (27.0) 71 (13.3) 361 (22.9)
Pack-years <20 1865 (31.6) 715 (43.1) 356 (26.8) 330 (41.2) 138 (25.9) 326 (20.6)
Quit-years >15 1998 (33.9) 457 (27.5) 560 (42.2) 294 (36.8) 120 (22.5) 567 (35.9)

Eligible lung cancer cases,
No. (%a)

2552 (43.3) 638 (38.4) 531 (40.0) 298 (37.3) 302 (56.7) 783 (49.6)

Ineligible lung cancer
cases, No. (%a)

3348 (56.7) 1022 (61.6) 797 (60.0) 502 (62.7) 231 (43.3) 796 (50.4)

Age <50 y 18 (0.5) 5 (0.5) 2 (0.3) 1 (0.2) 7 (3.0) 3 (0.4)
Age >80 y 1454 (43.4) 393 (38.5) 413 (51.8) 216 (43.0) 71 (30.7) 361 (45.4)
Pack-years <20 1865 (55.7) 715 (70.0) 356 (44.7) 330 (65.7) 138 (59.7) 326 (41.0)
Quit-years >15 1998 (59.7) 457 (44.7) 560 (70.3) 294 (58.6) 120 (51.9) 567 (71.2)

aPercentages correspond to the number of eligible or ineligible lung cancer cases divided by all lung cancer cases overall and within each race and ethnicity stratum.

USPSTF ¼ United States Preventive Services Task Force.
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performed better than the 2021 USPSTF criteria among Native
Hawaiian cases. Thus, risk-based screening may improve
screening sensitivities compared with the USPSTF criteria, but
the benefits appear variable across racial and ethnic groups.

Studies have uncovered racial and ethnic disparities in lung
cancer screening when using criteria based solely on age and
smoking history (7,10,11,30–32). A considerable proportion of
African American individuals are ineligible for screening under
the 2013 (7,11) and 2021 USPSTF criteria (12). However, these
analyses focused on the disparity between African American
and White populations, whereas potential disparities for other
racial and ethnic groups were not fully assessed. One study
showed that the 2021 USPSTF criteria can reduce racial and eth-
nic disparities in modeled screening outcomes for African
American and Latino individuals if implemented with predic-
tion models (14); however, screening sensitivities among lung
cancer cases were not examined. Another study evaluated the
screening sensitivity of PLCOm2012 and the 2021 USPSTF criteria
among 497 African American and 258 White lung cancer cases
(12). Like our study, risk-based screening across various risk
thresholds (1.51%-2.0%) achieved a statistically significantly
greater sensitivity among African American cases compared
with the 2021 USPSTF criteria. However, this study did not

examine screening sensitivities among other racial and ethnic
groups.

In evaluating screening sensitivities across 5 racial and ethnic
groups in MEC, we found that African American and Latino cases
still bear the largest disparities under the 2021 USPSTF criteria.
Risk-based screening increased the screening sensitivity for all ra-
cial and ethnic groups at diagnosis vs the 2021 USPSTF 2021. This
may be because the PLCOm2012 model measures smoking expo-
sures more comprehensively with 4 smoking variables, incorpo-
rates risk factors beyond age and smoking history, and avoids the
loss of information through dichotomization of continuous age
and smoking variables, as with the USPSTF criteria.

However, sensitivity gains with risk-based screening vs the
2021 USPSTF criteria varied by racial or ethnic group, with
Latino cases in particular experiencing fewer gains, resulting in
a widened screening disparity vs White cases. In the analysis
occurring 6 years before lung cancer diagnosis, risk-based
screening underperformed among Latino cases, and Japanese
American cases also did not derive a sensitivity gain. These lim-
itations may arise because in the PLCOm2012 model, the 6-year
lung cancer risk is reduced in the Asian American
(beta¼�0.467, OR¼ 0.63) and Hispanic (beta¼�0.743, OR¼ 0.48)
groups, whereas the risk is increased or equivocal in the other

Table 3. Screening eligibilities (ie, screening sensitivities) and racial and ethnic disparities through risk-based screening and the USPSTF crite-
ria in the primary study cohorta

Screening assessment
Overall

Race and ethnicity

African American
Japanese
American Latino Native Hawaiian White

Pb(N¼ 5900) (n¼ 1660) (n¼ 1328) (n¼ 800) (n¼533) (n¼ 1579)

Screening eligibility or sensitivity,
no. (%)
Risk-based screening

Risk �1.51% 4466 (75.7) 1294 (78.0) 934 (70.3) 436 (54.5) 490 (91.9) 1312 (83.1) <.001
Risk �1.7% 4291 (72.7) 1255 (75.6) 880 (66.3) 408 (51.0) 475 (89.1) 1273 (80.6) <.001
Risk �2.0% 4036 (68.4) 1191 (71.7) 815 (61.4) 353 (44.1) 468 (87.8) 1209 (76.6) <.001

USPSTF criteria
2013 USPSTF 2068 (35.1) 460 (27.7) 443 (33.4) 231 (28.9) 247 (46.3) 687 (43.5) <.001
2021 USPSTF 2552 (43.3) 638 (38.4) 531 (40.0) 298 (37.3) 302 (56.7) 783 (49.6) <.001

Alternate USPSTF strategies
55–80/20/15 2491 (42.2) 624 (37.6) 521 (39.2) 296 (37.0) 294 (55.2) 756 (47.9) <.001
55–80/20/20 2731 (46.3) 671 (40.4) 577 (43.4) 330 (41.2) 318 (59.7) 835 (52.9) <.001
55–80/20/25 2903 (49.2) 697 (42.0) 638 (48.0) 349 (43.6) 329 (61.7) 890 (56.4) <.001
50–80/20/20 2792 (47.3) 685 (41.3) 587 (44.2) 332 (41.5) 326 (61.2) 862 (54.6) <.001
50–80/20/25 2964 (50.2) 711 (42.8) 648 (48.8) 351 (43.9) 337 (63.2) 917 (58.1) <.001

Racial and ethnic disparity, %
Risk-based screening

Risk �1.51% — 5.1 12.8 28.6 �8.8 Ref
Risk �1.7% — 5.0 14.3 29.6 �8.5 Ref
Risk �2.0% — 4.9 15.2 32.5 �11.2 Ref

USPSTF criteria
2013 USPSTF — 15.8 10.1 14.6 �2.8 Ref
2021 USPSTF — 11.2 9.6 12.4 �7.1 Ref

Alternate USPSTF strategies
55–80/20/15 — 10.3 8.7 10.9 �7.3 Ref
55–80/20/20 — 12.5 9.5 11.7 �6.8 Ref
55–80/20/25 — 14.4 8.4 12.8 �5.3 Ref
50–80/20/20 — 13.3 10.4 13.1 �6.6 Ref
50–80/20/25 — 15.3 9.3 14.2 �5.1 Ref

aRisk-based screening was evaluated through the PLCOm2012 model. Racial and ethnic disparity is defined as the absolute difference in screening sensitivities between

each racial and ethnic group and White cases. USPSTF ¼ United States Preventive Services Task Force.
bP value was calculated across racial and ethnic strata using the v2 test.
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non-White racial and ethnic groups (Supplementary Table 2,
available online). Thus, PLCOm2012 may inadvertently widen
screening disparities for these populations. One potential solu-
tion is to eliminate the race and ethnicity variable from
PLCOm2012, as has been evaluated in a previous analysis (11).
Another option is to retain the PLCOm2012 race and ethnicity var-
iable with the positive beta coefficients for African American
and Native Hawaiian individuals but have all other racial and
ethnic groups equal non-Hispanic White individuals (the refer-
ence group) in risk. With this modification, the screening sensi-
tivities increased and screening disparities decreased for
Japanese American and Latino cases both at diagnosis and
6 years before in an exploratory analysis of our study cohort
(Supplementary Tables 8 and 9, available online). Altogether,
these data support the sensitivity gains attained by risk-based
screening over the 2021 USPSTF criteria but caution against
reductions in calculated lung cancer risk based on racial or eth-
nic group, as has recently been contended in the estimation of
renal glomerular filtration rates in equations that incorporate
race (33).

This study compared risk-based screening and the 2021
USPSTF criteria in a large, prospective, racially and ethnically di-
verse, population-based cohort of lung cancer cases.

Nonetheless, this study has several limitations. Selection bias is
possible; for example, lung cancer cases in MEC have a low cur-
rent smoking prevalence (41%) compared with cases in previous
studies (42%-83%) (34). However, because this analysis focused
exclusively on ever-smoking cases, differential biases based on
smoking status should be minimized. Missing values were low
except for COPD status, which was obtained through Medicare
claims, thus with data only available for participants aged
65 years and older. Linkage of MEC to Medicare claims data has
been previously validated (35,36). To address the missing data,
we conducted multiple imputation and performed several sen-
sitivity analyses, which demonstrated consistent results.
Almost 25% of cases were older than 80 years of age at diagnosis
and may be considered at risk of overdiagnosis (17).
Nonetheless, the results in the age-restricted cohort were
largely consistent. PLCOm2012 has been validated among partici-
pants aged 50-75 years (19). This analysis applied the model to
participants up to age 80 years; thus, this extrapolation requires
further validation. In this MEC analysis, follow-up was com-
pleted over a maximal period of 24 years; thus, relative changes
over time in environment, dietary exposures, and smoking pat-
terns could affect the diagnosis of lung cancer. The feasibility of
collecting patient data for the PLCOm2012 model in the real-

Table 4. Screening eligibilities (ie, screening sensitivities) and racial and ethnic disparities through risk-based screening and the USPSTF crite-
ria in the age-restricted (50-80 years) cohorta

Screening assessment
Overall

Race and ethnicity

African American
Japanese
American Latino Native Hawaiian White

Pb(N¼ 4428) (n¼ 1262) (n¼ 913) (n¼ 583) (n¼ 455) (n¼ 1215)

Screening eligibility or sensitiv-
ity, no. (%)
Risk-based screening

Risk �1.51% 3288 (74.3) 946 (75.0) 621 (68.0) 310 (53.2) 421 (92.5) 990 (81.5) <.001
Risk �1.7% 3148 (71.1) 916 (72.6) 578 (63.3) 289 (49.6) 409 (89.9) 956 (78.7) <.001
Risk �2.0% 2949 (66.6) 865 (68.5) 527 (57.7) 249 (42.7) 402 (88.4) 906 (74.6) <.001

USPSTF criteria
2013 USPSTF 2068 (46.7) 460 (36.5) 443 (48.5) 231 (39.6) 247 (54.3) 687 (56.5) <.001
2021 USPSTF 2552 (57.6) 638 (50.6) 531 (58.2) 298 (51.1) 302 (66.4) 783 (64.4) <.001

Alternate USPSTF strategies
55–80/20/15 2491 (56.3) 624 (49.4) 521 (57.1) 296 (50.8) 294 (64.6) 756 (62.2) <.001
55–80/20/20 2731 (61.7) 671 (53.2) 577 (63.2) 330 (56.6) 318 (69.9) 835 (68.7) <.001
55–80/20/25 2903 (65.6) 697 (55.2) 638 (69.9) 349 (59.9) 329 (72.3) 890 (73.3) <.001
50–80/20/20 2792 (63.1) 685 (54.3) 587 (64.3) 332 (56.9) 326 (71.6) 862 (70.9) <.001
50–80/20/25 2964 (66.9) 711 (56.3) 648 (71.0) 351 (60.2) 337 (74.1) 917 (75.5) <.001

Racial and ethnic disparity, %
Risk-based screening

Risk � 1.51% � 6.5 13.5 28.3 �11.0 Ref
Risk � 1.7% � 6.1 15.4 29.1 �11.2 Ref
Risk � 2.0% � 6.1 16.9 31.9 �13.8 Ref

USPSTF criteria
2013 USPSTF � 20.0 8.0 16.9 2.2 Ref
2021 USPSTF � 13.8 6.2 13.3 �2.0 Ref

Alternate USPSTF strategies
55–80/20/15 � 12.8 5.1 11.4 �2.4 Ref
55–80/20/20 � 15.5 5.5 12.1 �1.2 Ref
55–80/20/25 � 18.1 3.4 13.4 1.0 Ref
50–80/20/20 � 16.6 6.6 14.0 �0.7 Ref
50–80/20/25 � 19.2 4.5 15.3 1.4 Ref

aRisk-based screening was evaluated through the PLCOm2012 model. Racial and ethnic disparity is defined as the absolute difference in screening sensitivities between

each racial and ethnic group and White cases. USPSTF ¼ United States Preventive Services Task Force.
bP value was calculated across race and ethnicity strata using the v2 test.
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world setting needs to be examined; whereas most variables are
routinely collected in a clinical encounter, others such as de-
tailed smoking measures may be challenging to procure given
the sensitive nature of the information. However, data on these
variables were successfully collected in a prospective study
evaluating lung cancer screening through PLCOm2012 (37).

Additionally, although we evaluated screening sensitivities
in detail, we were unable to evaluate screening specificity—or
the number of screen-ineligible noncases divided by the total
number of noncases—because our study population consisted
solely of lung cancer cases. Our approach of evaluating screen-
ing sensitivities alone is like that in previous studies (11,12). To
address this limitation, we compared the 2021 USPSTF criteria
with risk-based strategies that have higher specificities by in-
creasing the PLCOm2012 risk threshold. For example, a stringent
PLCOm2012 risk threshold at 2% is expected to select fewer indi-
viduals vs the 2021 USPSTF criteria, based on a previous study
that showed that the 1.7% risk threshold would select a similar
number of individuals for screening compared with the 2013 cri-
teria (26). Because the 2021 criteria expanded eligibility from the
2013 guidelines, we expect that the specificity of risk-based
screening at the 2% threshold will be higher than the 2021
USPSTF criteria, although this requires further validation.

In summary, the updated 2021 USPSTF guidelines for lung
cancer screening still give rise to racial and ethnic disparities in
MEC, especially among African American and Latino cases.
Risk-based screening may achieve a greater screening sensitiv-
ity and help to reduce screening disparities in some, but not all,
racial and ethnic groups. Further optimization of risk-based
strategies is warranted to improve lung cancer screening effi-
ciency in diverse populations and reduce racial and ethnic
disparities.
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Table 5. Screening eligibilities (ie, screening sensitivities) and racial and ethnic disparities through risk-based screening and the USPSTF crite-
ria in the primary study cohort 6 years before lung cancer diagnosisa

Screening assessment
Overall

Race and ethnicity

African American
Japanese
American Latino Native Hawaiian White

PbN¼ 5900 n¼ 1660 n¼ 1328 n¼ 800 n¼ 533 n¼ 1579

Screening eligibility or sensi-
tivity, No. (%)
Risk-based screening

Risk �1.51% 3563 (60.4) 1067 (64.3) 690 (52.0) 262 (32.8) 442 (82.9) 1102 (69.8) <.001
Risk �1.7% 3378 (57.3) 1019 (61.4) 633 (47.7) 233 (29.1) 430 (80.7) 1063 (67.3) <.001
Risk �2.0% 3083 (52.3) 942 (56.7) 556 (41.9) 201 (25.1) 420 (78.8) 964 (61.1) <.001

USPSTF criteria
2013 USPSTF 2081 (35.3) 421 (25.4) 500 (37.7) 250 (31.3) 201 (37.7) 709 (44.9) <.001
2021 USPSTF 3055 (51.8) 729 (43.9) 697 (52.5) 357 (44.6) 321 (60.2) 951 (60.2) <.001

Alternate USPSTF strategies
55–80/20/15 2874 (48.7) 701 (42.2) 661 (49.8) 348 (43.5) 281 (52.7) 883 (55.9) <.001
55–80/20/20 3118 (52.8) 739 (44.5) 739 (55.6) 374 (46.8) 298 (55.9) 968 (61.3) <.001
55–80/20/25 3247 (55.0) 754 (45.4) 786 (59.2) 388 (48.5) 305 (57.2) 1014 (64.2) <.001
50–80/20/20 3299 (55.9) 767 (46.2) 775 (58.4) 383 (47.9) 338 (63.4) 1036 (65.6) <.001
50–80/20/25 3428 (58.1) 782 (47.1) 822 (61.9) 397 (49.6) 345 (64.7) 1082 (68.5) <.001

Racial and ethnic disparity, %
Risk-based screening

Risk �1.51% — 5.5 17.8 37.0 �13.1 Ref
Risk �1.7% — 5.9 19.6 38.2 �13.4 Ref
Risk �2.0% — 4.4 19.2 36.0 �17.7 Ref

USPSTF criteria
2013 USPSTF — 19.5 7.2 13.6 7.2 Ref
2021 USPSTF — 16.3 7.7 15.6 0.0 Ref

Alternate USPSTF strategies
55–80/20/15 — 13.7 6.1 12.4 3.2 Ref
55–80/20/20 — 16.8 5.7 14.5 5.4 Ref
55–80/20/25 — 18.8 5.0 15.7 7.0 Ref
50–80/20/20 — 19.4 7.2 17.7 2.2 Ref
50–80/20/25 — 21.4 6.6 18.9 3.8 Ref

aRisk-based screening was evaluated through the PLCOm2012 model. Racial and ethnic disparity is defined as the absolute difference in screening sensitivities between

each racial and ethnic group and White cases. USPSTF ¼ United States Preventive Services Task Force.
bP value was calculated across racial and ethnic strata using the v2 test.
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